
How to Research and 
Pitch a Bank Stock –

Shawbrook [LSE:SHAW]
Got Buy-to-Let Mortgages?



This Lesson: Stock Pitch Walkthrough

You need the written documents and 
Excel files to get the most out of this 

tutorial – get them at this URL:

http://www.mergersandinquisitions.com
/bank-stock-pitch/



Lesson Plan:

 Part 1: The “Story” of the Company and the Industry

 Part 2: The Structure and Scenarios

 Part 3: Financial Modeling Challenges

 Part 4: How to Make an Investment Decision

 Part 5: Why This Recommendation Was Correct



Part 1: The “Story” of the Company and Industry

 Post-2008-2009 Financial Crisis: The Big Banks all suffered                 
a lot – new regulations like Basel III and CRD IV

 End Result: More expensive to operate as big banks, and more 
“capital” (i.e., common equity) required

 End Result: In response, banks cut costs, started spinning off 
divisions, and “commoditized” many products

 Market Opportunity: Many segments became underserved by     
the large banks, so smaller competitors started popping up



Part 1: The “Story” of the Company and Industry

 In the U.K.: “Challenger banks” arose to serve segments like           
buy-to-let mortgages and small-and-midsize enterprise (SME) 
lending

 Why: These loans require more customer service and 
customization, and are not worth the Big Banks’ time/money

 Shawbrook: Poster child of the challenger banks – 70% loan  
growth as of the time of this case study!

 KEY QUESTION: But does its expected future growth justify             
its valuation?



Part 1: The “Story” of the Company and Industry

 Growth Potential: Depends on 1) Overall economic/GDP growth;    
2) The bank’s market share; and 3) Yields on its loans

 BULL CASE: U.K. economy performs well, company keeps 
gaining market share, and it maintains its above-average loan 
yields despite more competition; dividends increase

 BEAR CASE: U.K. economy stagnates or enters a recession,        
market share gains slow down, and the company’s loan yields        
fall; dividend growth is lower than expected

 Your Job: Which of these views is correct? Or is something else 
altogether more likely?



Part 2: The Structure and Scenarios

 Recommendation: What are the 3 main reasons why the company is 
mispriced, what will change its stock price, and what if you’re wrong?

 Company Background: Industry, financials, multiples…

 Investment Thesis: Expand on the 3 reasons why it’s mispriced

 Catalysts: Quantify the per-share impact of each event that might 
cause the stock price to change

 Valuation: Paste in and explain the main methodologies

 Risk Factors: “Reverse the catalysts” – why might you be wrong?



Part 2: The Structure and Scenarios

 Scenarios: Very important since key drivers like GDP growth and 
interest rates are all interrelated for commercial banks

 Our Approach: Base, Upside, and Downside Cases – the Upside      
Case has the highest interest rates, U.K. GDP growth, and          
market share growth, and the lowest charge-offs and provisions

 Downside Case: Lowest interest rates, the lowest U.K. GDP       
growth (recession followed by a recovery), the lowest market       
share growth, and the highest charge-offs and provisions

 Longer-Term: We also need 15-year projections in the DDM…



Part 2: The Structure and Scenarios

 Long-Term Return on Tangible Common Equity (ROTCE): It goes 
down to 12% in the Base Case, 11% in the Downside Case, and 14% 
in the Upside Case

 Long-Term Asset Growth: Similar, but 7%, 6%, and 8% final values 
across the Base, Downside, and Upside Cases



Part 3: Financial Modeling Challenges

 MANY challenges here, but a key one was the Cost of Equity
calculation

 PROBLEM: The traditional approach of Risk-Free Rate +                
Levered Beta * Equity Risk Premium produced nonsensical results

 Why: Shawbrook’s public comps have limited trading histories       
and very high dividend growth rates (making the dividend growth 
method useless)

 Solution: Expanded the set of comps and looked at Cost of Equity   
for larger banks and non-challenger banks



Part 3: Financial Modeling Challenges

 Solution, Part 2: We also start the Cost of Equity at a higher         
value (12%) and scale it down over time as the company becomes 
bigger, more mature, and more diversified

 Not Yet Issuing Dividends: Doesn’t matter! The Dividend       
Discount Model works as long as the company eventually starts

 Similar to a “far-in-the-future” DCF for biotech/pharmaceutical 
companies – project out until the drugs start selling



Part 4: How to Make an Investment Decision

 Pretty classic asymmetric risk profile:
 Downside Case: Overvalued by ~50%

 Base Case: Overvalued by ~30%

 Upside Case: Undervalued by ~30%

 Potential gains of 50%, but potential losses of only 30%

 Most Likely: Something between the Base and Downside Case

 Next Step: Must substantiate the pitch with catalysts – the   
company could stay mispriced for years if no events change its      
stock price



Part 4: How to Make an Investment Decision

 Potential Catalysts for Banks: Loan/Deposit changes, acquisitions   
or divestitures, regulatory capital changes, changes in dividend 
policy, higher provisioning for bad loans or more defaults…

 Catalyst #1: Risk weightings on BTL mortgages are likely to       
change, resulting in more capital required for the bank

 Catalyst #2: Slowdown in loan growth as a result of lower     
economic growth, home sales, and changed stamp duties on 
mortgages

 Catalyst #3: Interest spreads on loans may compress due to 
increased competition – Shawbrook already charges more



Part 4: How to Make an Investment Decision

 Risk Factors: Reverse the catalysts and think about what happens        
if they don’t transpire as you expect

 Worst-Case Scenario: Company might be undervalued by 50%
if it performs even better than we expect in the Upside Case

 Hedges: Call options with an exercise price 20% above the          
current price; could also long mortgage-focused competitors              
if we’re wrong about that market

 Logic: If the potential gain is 30-50%, we don’t want to accept      
more than a 20% loss



Part 5: Why This Recommendation Was Correct

 Good example of being “Right, but for the wrong reasons,” or for 
“slightly different reasons”:



Recap and Summary
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